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A new realism among vendors is one of the forces helping to unlock 
distressed real estate opportunities in Europe

By Judi seebus

distressed 
sellers wise up 

A number of factors are helping to create a better 
environment for unlocking distressed real estate 
opportunities in Europe, according to Mathieu 

Roland-Billecart, partner real estate corporate finance 
Ernst & Young.  Speaking at the PropertyEU Distressed 
Investment & Workout Briefing hosted in London at 
end-May by law firm SJ Berwin, Roland-Billecart said a 
steady flow has so far failed to materialise as swap struc-
tures have blocked transactions in some cases. ‘There 
has been a lot of noise out there but there are also a lot 
of good properties locked into bad capital structures. The 
forces are now pushing in the right direction and pros-
pects are improving.’ 
A key change that has taken place in the last 12 to 24 
months is that vendors have become more realistic and 
sales conditions are improving, agreed David Ryland, 
partner funds & indirect real estate at SJ Berwin. Just 
two years ago, German bank Westimmo tried to sell a 
big loan book but there was virtually no interest and ul-
timately the deal with Apollo fell through. At the time, 
Westimmo was not willing to accept a hefty discount, 
but that is now changing, Ryland noted. ‘The perform-
ing loan market is becoming quite important as well. 
The joint venture looking at Eurohypo’s UK loan book is 
trying to acquire both performing and non-performing 
loans.’ Indeed, media reports suggest Eurohypo has 
received five fully funded bids for its performing and 
non-performing UK loans. In another sign that appe-
tite for larger loan books is increasing, Deutsche Bank 
has also put its UK loan book on the market and more 
are rumoured to follow. A new realism is also becoming 
visible among vendors of sub-performing loans, Roland 

-Billecart said. ‘At least they are now willing to enter into 
discussion. It’s an interesting part of the market.’ 

Wave of americans 
During his introductory presentation, Roland-Billecart 
singled out four key pools of potential opportunities 
for distressed real estate: banks loans, maturing CMBS 
structures, overleveraged borrowers and corporate in-
solvency. In terms of opportunities, Jos Short, executive 
chairman of Internos Global Investors, has his sights 
firmly fixed on the European hotel sector. His company, 

top investment picks
asked how they would spend a theoretical €500 mln, the panellists made the 
following choices:

Jos short (internos) would look for operating businesses ‘stuck in banks’, 
particularly in the hotel and healthcare sectors. The consolidation of the real 
estate investment management arena also offers potential. ‘The real estate in-
vestment management sector is oversupplied…I would use some of the mon-
ey to buy up other REIM companies and squeeze the synergies out of that.’ 
david ryland (sJ berWin) would not invest in loan portfolios, but added that 
distress was not limited to the bank market. German open-ended fund manag-
ers are in distress as well, he pointed out. ‘Focusing on the opportunity area 
offers the most upside, it’s a very good time for that strategy. The time for core 
has come and gone.’ 
mathieu roland-billecart (ernst & young) would buy a loan book. ‘Not 
non-performing loans, that’s too much hard work. I would go for sub-perform-
ing loans with a 70-90% LTV with potential returns in the high single digits. I 
know vendors are thinking about it.’ 

‘A big wave of American  
investors is looking at distressed 
opportunities in Europe’
Jos Short, chairman Internos Global Investors
1. ari danielsson, managing director reviva capital  2. ben cairns, partner restructuring ernst & 
young  3. mathieu roland-billecart,  partner real estate corporate finance ernst & young  
4. audience participation 5. tassos kotzanastassis, founder and managing director 8g capital 
partners 6. david ryland, partner sJ berWin (left) and Jos short, executive chairman internos 
global investors 
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which was formed in 2008 and bought GPT Halver-
ton for €2 in 2009, now has 80 staff managing €2 bn 
in assets. Internos also manages portfolios on behalf of 
American investors:  ‘A big wave of American investors 
is looking at distressed opportunities in Europe. Some 
of them are names you’ve never heard of.’ The wave of 
American investors includes players like Oaktree and 
Varde but also Blackstone, Short added. ‘Blackstone has 
said that Europe is where it’s going to play. For vendors 
of loan books this is good news.’

asian appetite
Besides Americans, Asian investors are also showing 
more appetite, Roland-Billecart said. ‘Asia is coming in 
quite strongly. For Japanese investors who can get only 
1% yields on bonds in Japan, 6% returns sound quite 
sexy. Even pension funds are looking at some single-as-
set situations. The market is getting deeper and broader.’ 
In terms of sources, Roland-Billecart believes the UK 
and Ireland will generate 80% of the NPL deals coming 
through in 2013. NPL opportunities will not feed through 
in Spain until 2014, he predicted. ‘It is taking so long 
for Sareb (Spain’s bad bank, ed.) to set up. There will be 
opportunities before then, but it will be another 12 to 18 
months before it starts going in a big way.’
But while the NPL sector does offer some attractive op-
portunities, investors need to proceed with caution, 
Short warned. ‘A health warning comes with the NPL 
sector. The question investors need to ask is: how are the 

early deals performing for the buyers? Good assets tend 
to trade out pretty quickly and there’s a lot of secondary 
and tertiary product that has been starved of capex. The 
structures are typically distressed, so the issues are in the 
structures, particularly in Europe. But that makes it dif-
ficult to get out of them. For some of the earlier buyers, 
it’s not going as well as they had hoped.’ 
Valuation of the assets underlying secondary and tertiary 
loans is also a thorny issue, Short warned. Since the ear-
ly sales, discounts have increased, he pointed out. ‘You 
have to work the graphs and find the crossover points. 
It’s not all a bed of roses. Some investors are suing the 
valuers.’ Pointing to Portugal, Short cited an example of 
a loan sale in an asset class where no single transaction 
had taken place in 2012. As a result, the valuation includ-
ed a clause citing the ‘market conditions’ – which freely 
translated means the asset cannot really be valued, he 
pointed out. ‘A lot of people are putting teams in Iberia, 
in Spain and Portugal, but it’s scary.’ 
Secondary and tertiary assets are inherently difficult to 
value, agreed SJ Berwin’s Ryland. ‘There’s a big differ-
ence in what you might get from a particular auction and 
the sale of individual assets. Returns from wholesale to 
retail are much harder to realise. There are some easy 
gains initially, but often a big tail.’ Often it is also very 
difficult to predict how the other members in a highly 
structured vehicle will behave, he added. ‘Syndications 
are like the hedge market, it’s often difficult to know how 
they will work out.’ While the underwriting of many dis-

tressed loans is not perfect – ‘it never is’ – there is a lot 
of good news for distressed real estate investors, the pan-
ellists agreed. ‘There are some very interesting deals,’ 
Short noted, pointing to ‘very aggressive’ US hedge fund 
buyers. ‘Some have made a tonne of money. What you 
need are decent operating businesses that are in the 
wrong structure, for example healthcare and hotels. If 
you play the Harry Potter card, you will make money. But 
the risk on those sorts of deals is way higher. If you get 
it right, you can make a tonne of money, but if you get it 
wrong, you can lose your shirt. It’s very binary.’

tighter pricing
While vendors are becoming more realistic about their 
pricing expectations, the increased competition from US 
investors and other players is also oiling the sector, Ro-
land-Billecart noted. ‘The pricing is getting tighter. There 
are some big auctions on the cards and new names com-
ing through. The competition is working wonders for 
bank loans. I don’t know to what extent it’s affecting pric-
ing, but it works great for the vendors. Investors are be-
coming more picky, but it’s not a vendor problem. There 
are more names to replace them.’ 
Rising servicing costs are also forcing banks to take ac-
tion, Ryland noted. Loan servicing entails significant 
overheads, he pointed out. ‘I can’t see them holding stuff 
on a long-term basis.’ Echoing Internos’ Short, Ryland 
said he sees opportunities in the hotel sector in partic-
ular. ‘That’s a big activity, banks can’t put up the capex 

and are more inclined to seek a resolution by writing off 
the equity and re-incentivising the management.’ Banks 
are also getting a bit more ‘ballsy’ in their discussions 
with owners or incumbents, Short noted. ‘They’re hav-
ing some tough discussions and replacing the egos. That 
wasn’t happening for the last three years.’ 
In terms of sources, some bigger non-core loan pools 
and portfolios are feeding into the market in the UK. And 
with some fund vehicles reaching the end of their life, 
Germany, the Netherlands, Spain and France are also of-
fering opportunities, Short noted. ‘Spain and the Neth-
erlands is where you would start.’ Hotels and leisure are 
key areas, he added. ‘We’re definitely looking at that.’ 
Health warnings should be in place, however, for some 
markets, Short said. ‘A lot of Dutch real estate is com-
manding net initial yields of 12-15%. But the Dutch market 
is structurally under-demolished. In northern Europe the 
most challenging market is the Netherlands.’ The indus-
trial and office sectors are particularly challenging, he 
added. ‘You may be able to do a sale-
and-lease back with an occupier or lo-
cal heroes for assets of up to €10 mln, 
but beyond €10 mln, there is very 
little bank debt. Dutch banks were 
badly damaged in the crisis and the 
German banks have decided that the 
Netherlands is non-core. But the Ger-
man open-ended funds are leaving so 
there are opportunities.’ 

real estate ‘loan to oWn’ case study
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souRcE:  ERNsT & youNG

cmbs 
•  Influencer in asset 

sale at maturity or 
insolvency

• Recapitalisation

over-levered 
borroWers
• Recapitalisation
•  Discounted Pay off
• Asset sale

insolvency 
situations
 • asset sale

souRcE:  ERNsT & youNG

key deal considerations
• Default: Type & Timing
•  LTV: does the value clearly break 

in the debt?
•  Security package & Jurisdiction:

 Impact on whether and where you 
can enforce & on enforcement 
plan

• Hedging & impact on waterfall
• Tax: Risk of value leakage

other considerations 
• Reputation
• Resources to convert loan   
• acquisition into asset-owning 
position 
• Partnering
• Identifying opportunities                

        L&G

    DEFAULT           Type of default;  Strong enough to enforce?

ENFORCEMENT

      LTV > 100%        Marketing process v. Valuation      

• Receiver has duty to you as lender
• Sale need to be @ value or above  

 

Acquires / Owns Secured on

(assume first ranking) 

“Hand back the keys?” 

Owns 
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key lessons on operations: 
  1.  banks (staff & infrastructure) not normally well-equipped for 
     workout
 2.  Retain key staff and recruit new staff with hard asset and 

 transactional experience
 3.  Incentivise and align team – maximise value, not minimise losses. 
    align commitment time of staff to expected workout timeline
 4. Invest in infrastructure and get organised
 5. streamline decision-making

key lessons on workout strategy:
  1. be proactive – be first on site, but carefully prioritise your focus 
      and time
  2. Get facts straight – dig deep
  3.  Focus on the underlying asset – get control of cashflow asaP
  4.  Explore voluntary arrangement before legal routes 
  5. Think like equity, not debt
  6.  senior debt is king – make friends, not enemies.  

solve their situation to solve our clients situation. 
  7.  don’t throw good money after bad – know when to stop.

souRcE: REVIVa caPITaL

from emergency room to value resurrection

banks 
• Loan sale
• Asset sale
•  ‘Lenders led solutions’ 

with new capital

sources of distressed property


